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Agenda Item: Schematic Plans
review

review/action

action

discussion

Presenters: Vice President Kathleen O'Brien
Associate Vice President Michael Perkins
Robert Stine, Associate Dean College of Food, Agriculture, and Natural
Resource Science
Michael Reese, Coordinator Renewal Energy, West Central Research and
Outreach Center

Purpose:
policy

background/context

oversight

strategic positioning

In accordance with Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, review
and take action on schematic plans for the following project:
¥

Renewable Hydrogen & Ammonia Production Project, West Central Research and
Outreach Center, Morris

Outline of Key Points/Policy Issues:
The project schematic plans will be presented at the committee meeting. The attached project
data sheet addresses the basis for request, project scope, cost estimate, funding, and schedule.
A map locating the facility on the center is also attached.
Renewable Hydrogen & Ammonia Production Project
The West Central Research and Outreach Center (WCROC) propose to construct a globally
unique research demonstration facility to foster the development of wind, hydrogen and
renewable energy resources. The first step in this facility began when a 1.65 MW wind
turbine was placed in operation in March 2005. The WCROC proposes to research the
feasibility of using wind energy to produce hydrogen that will then be used in multiple systems
including reuse as electrical energy and in the creation of value added products such as
nitrogen fertilizer.

Background Information:
The Fiscal Year 2007 Capital Budget approved by the Board of Regents in June 2006
authorized $980,000 and the Fiscal Year 2008 Capital Budget approved by the Board of
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Regents in June 2007 authorized $2,770,000 for a total of $3,750,000 for the Renewable
Hydrogen & Ammonia Production Project at the West Central Research and Outreach Center,
Morris.

President's Recommendation for Action:
The President recommends approval of the schematic plans and of the appropriate
administrative officers proceeding with the award of contracts for the development of
construction documents and construction for the Renewable Hydrogen & Ammonia Production
Project at the West Central Research and Outreach Center, Morris.
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Renewable Hydrogen & Ammonia Production Project
West Central Research and Outreach Center
Morris, Minnesota
Project No. 874-06-1662, Capital Budget No. 2870
1. Basis for Request:
The West Central Research and Outreach Center (WCROC) at Morris proposes to construct
a globally unique research and demonstration facility to foster the development of wind,
hydrogen, and other renewable energy sources. The proposed facility will address several
critical bottlenecks to renewable energy development and deployment. The first step in this
facility began when a 1.65 MW wind turbine was placed in operation March 2005. The
proposed facility will utilize the current wind energy to separate hydrogen from water thus
storing wind energy. Hydrogen will then be used in multiple systems including reuse as
electrical energy and in the creation of value added products such as nitrogen fertilizer.
Minnesota possesses extensive untapped wind resources particularly along the western
borders of the state. Besides legacy hydro electric facilities, wind energy is the most
economical form of renewable energy. Unfortunately, efforts to capitalize on this wind
resource for power production is limited in part by the inability to transmit electricity from the
point of origin to the major load centers including the metropolitan Twin Cities a couple
hundred miles away.
Many believe that hydrogen is the energy carrier of the future for both transportation fuel
and electrical energy generation. However, there remain severe bottlenecks to move
towards a hydrogen economy. Collaborative work with the National Renewable Energy Lab
has indicated that using hydrogen for electrical energy production is not economical over the
next decade. The challenge then is moving forward with the development of hydrogen
technology and infrastructure. The proposed Wind to Hydrogen to Ammonia facility may
provide a clear path forward.
The Midwest has a very unique opportunity considering the high demand for nitrogen
fertilizer and the large stranded wind resource. The proposed system will use the wind
generated hydrogen and will combine it with nitrogen extracted from the air. This process
will form anhydrous ammonia. Anhydrous ammonia is the major source of nitrogen fertilizer
for corn and basis for producing nitrogen fertilizer for small grains. Ammonia is currently
produced by reforming natural gas. The dramatic increase in natural gas prices has
resulted in excessively high costs for nitrogen fertilizer both in terms of domestic production
and use. In fact, over 50% of the nitrogen fertilizer used in the United States is now
imported. The US Department of Energy predicts that natural gas prices will continue to rise
over the next 20 years. Since 90% of the cost of nitrogen fertilizer is in energy, alternative
methods of production are necessary.
The proposed facility has multiple research objectives:
Storing Wind Energy
To store wind energy, electricity is converted to hydrogen by electrolysis of water and stored
in compressed gas cylinders. When demand calls, the hydrogen is burned in an internal
combustion engine to run a generator. The facility will provide researchers opportunities to
measure efficiencies and optimize the system.
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On-Demand Electrical Energy Production:
A potential use of the facility is to test engine/generator combinations for engine
performance and engine life. Alternate fuel cell technology may be installed and tested in
this facility. Tests on engines might include performance efficiency, pollutant formation, and
engine wear. Both hydrogen and ammonia can be used as the fuel for these electrical
energy systems.
Valued Added Products:
The University proposes to investigate the feasibility of using wind energy to produce
hydrogen which is then converted to ammonia.
Since ammonia is in high demand in the rural and wind-swept regions of the Midwest, it may
be one of the most profound uses of wind energy and perhaps the ideal bridge technology to
a hydrogen economy in Minnesota. Anhydrous ammonia has many applications but the
most important use is as nitrogen fertilizer. Over $300 million of anhydrous ammonia is
used as nitrogen fertilizer in Minnesota agriculture alone and the state ranks fourth for corn
production, the largest agronomic consumer of anhydrous ammonia. The Midwest portion
of the United States has superior wind resources and the largest demand and use of
nitrogen fertilizer in the nation and perhaps the world. The necessary infrastructure for
anhydrous ammonia transportation, storage, and application to agriculture fields is robust
and again, is located near rural, wind-swept towns across the Midwest. Conversely, some
of the largest bottlenecks to hydrogen use as transportation fuel are the problems
associated with storage and delivery.
Experience gained in the production and handling of hydrogen associated with the ammonia
facilities should facilitate use (and research) of hydrogen in other applications. This wind to
hydrogen to ammonia facility will be the first in the world, and although not currently funded,
should provide a compelling and competitive test bed for hydrogen vehicle research and
demonstration.
Wind Energy Refinery:
The final research objective is to combine the various hydrogen technologies into a Òwind
energy refineryÓ which will allow for multiple uses based on business and economic
modeling. The model will included wind energy electrical energy for utilities, hydrogen for
base load power and transportation fuel, and anhydrous ammonia for fertilizer to name a
few.
Once in operation the facility will produce anhydrous ammonia for use on the West Central
Research and Outreach Center fields in addition to some excess which will be sold or used
in other energy systems. A valid wind to hydrogen to ammonia model is anticipated to
provide the following benefits:






Opens a new market for an estimated 2 gigawatts of nameplate wind capacity within
the state stimulating wind energy development across Minnesota and the Midwest.
Diminishes the need for additional transmission capacity to accommodate wind
energy.
Enables utility companies to manage the variable nature of wind energy and
electrical demand.
Provides substantial economic development opportunities for farmers and rural
communities.
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Decreases green house gas emissions by eliminating fossil fuels currently used in
the process.
Provides a secure, domestically produced nitrogen fertilizer source and protects a
vital agriculture industry within the United States.
Firmly establishes Minnesota as a world leader in renewable hydrogen production
and wind energy.
Creates a solid foundation from which to grow Minnesota manufacturing companies
and attract complimentary hydrogen related industries.

2. Scope of Project:
The proposed facility is intended to be a Òplug and playÓ design. The infrastructure to
support hydrogen production and generation will be constructed to permit the addition of
different technologies to take full advantage of the hydrogen through the generation of
electricity from piston engines or fuel cells, and ammonia production for fertilizer with only
minor modifications.
The major components of this project will include the following:
¥ Site utilities and roads
¥ 4,000 sq. ft. production facility
¥ Hydrogen generation
¥ Hydrogen storage
¥ Nitrogen generation
¥ Engine/generator set
¥ Ammonia generation
¥ Ammonia storage
Building Design Requirements
The building housing the hydrogen generation equipment has several design requirements.
¥

The building must isolate the hydrogen production area from the non-hazardous and
non-explosive functions. To accomplish this, the building will provide a gas-tight barrier
between the electrolyzer and non-hazardous portions of the building.

¥

The building must provide spill containment for the potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution
in the electrolyzer in the event of leaks. The building will be ventilated to prevent
hydrogen from accumulating to dangerous levels. Hydrogen is about 1/15th as dense as
air and tends to rise rapidly. Preventing accumulation of dangerous concentrations of
hydrogen is most easily facilitated by introducing air at the bottom of the building and
venting at the top of the room most preferably along a continuous vent line.
The building must dissipate the waste heat from the electorlyzer which normally runs at
30C (86F) and dissipates 20 kW (68,000 Btu) per hour. This is also facilitated by the air
sweep described above to prevent hydrogen accumulation.

¥

¥

The building will be designed to prevent freezing of water and KOH solution lines and
tanks.

¥

Explosion venting will direct a blast away from property and personnel.
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3. Environmental Issues:
There are no known environmental issues with construction of the facility at this time.
Extreme care will be taken to evaluate, monitor, and test for potential issues.
4. Cost Estimate:
Construction Cost
Non Construction Cost
Total Project Cost

$3,047,000
$703,000
$3,750,000

5. Capital Funding:
2006 Legislative Appropriation
$2,500,000
Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources Grants (2005 & 2006)
800,000
Initiative for Renewal Energy & the Environment Grant
20,000
Wind Turbine Rebate
150,000
College of Food, Agriculture, & Natural Resources and Research and
Research and Outreach Center Funds
280,000
Total Project Funding
$3,750,000
6. Capital Budget Approvals:
2007 Capital Budget approved by the Board of Regents in June 2006
2008 Capital Budget approved by the Board of Regents in June 2007
Total

$ 980,000
2,770,000
$3,750,000

7. Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost and Source of Revenue:
The annual operating and maintenance cost for this facility will be funded through the
continued internal sale of wind power to the University of Minnesota Morris campus and in
the sales and cost savings of producing nitrogen fertilizer. The wind to ammonia process
will direct approximately 50% of the energy production away from sales to the UMM campus
to hydrogen and ammonia production. The anticipated loss in wind energy revenue will be
partially offset by the use of nitrogen fertilizer on WCROC cropping fields as well as sales of
ammonia to local farmer cooperatives. There is a total of $200,100 available for annual
operation and maintenance with an anticipated annual operation and maintenance expense
of $137,480. Even though the operation and maintenance expense is at minimum covered
by revenues, it is anticipated that grant funds will cover a majority of the expense during the
initial years of operation.
A full-time junior scientist / engineer position is currently funded through wind energy
revenues and employed to manage the daily operation and assist in research associated
with the facility. The University of Minnesota, Morris campus will provide additional support
through offsite monitoring with their boiler operator staff. The WCROC maintains support
staff for the removal of snow, grounds maintenance, and other necessary services.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
BOARD OF REGENTS
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Agenda Item: Real Estate Transaction
review

review/action

action

discussion

Presenters: Vice President Kathleen OÕBrien
Susan Carlson Weinberg, Director of Real Estate

Purpose:
policy

background/context

oversight

strategic positioning

In accordance with Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, review
and approve the following real estate transaction:
A.

Termination of Spur Track, Driveway, and Blanket Easements Held by Union
Pacific Railroad and Acquisition of Access and Construction Easements from
Union Pacific Railroad, East Gateway District Area (Twin Cities Campus)

Outline of Key Points/Policy Issues:
The details of this transaction and its financial impact are described in the transaction
information pages immediately following this page.
This project is being presented for review and action to allow the completion of construction as
soon as possible of a surface parking lot on the former ConAgra and Reichhold properties and
driveway access for that parking lot from 25th Avenue SE.

Background Information:
Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority states that ÒThe Board of
Regents reserves to itself authority to approve the purchase or sale of real property having a
value greater than $250,000 or larger than ten (10) acresÓ and all Òleases of real property,
easements and other interests in real property if the initial term amount to be paid by or to
the University exceeds $250,000, consistent with Board policies.Ó
On April 10, 2007, the Board of Regents authorized acquisition by eminent domain of
easement interests in approximately 11 acres generally located north of University Avenue
S.E. between 23rd Avenue S.E. as extended and 25th Avenue S.E. as extended, East Gateway
District, Twin Cities Campus.

President's Recommendation for Action:
The President recommends approval of the following real estate transaction:
A.

Termination of Spur Track, Driveway, and Blanket Easements Held by Union
Pacific Railroad and Acquisition of Access and Construction Easements from
Union Pacific Railroad, East Gateway District Area (Twin Cities Campus)
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TERMINATION OF SPUR TRACK, DRIVEWAY, AND BLANKET
EASEMENTS HELD BY UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD AND
ACQUISITION OF ACCESS AND CONSTRUCTION EASEMENTS
FROM UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD,
EAST GATEWAY DISTRICT AREA
(TWIN CITIES-MINNEAPOLIS CAMPUS)
1.

Recommended Action

The President recommends that the appropriate administrative officers receive
authorization to execute the appropriate documents providing for the termination of spur
track, driveway and blanket easements held by the Union Pacific Railroad and the
acquisition of access and construction easements from Union Pacific Railroad, in the East
Gateway District Area of the Twin Cities-Minneapolis Campus.
2.

Location and Description of the Property

The easements held by Union Pacific Railroad to be extinguished (terminated):
¥
¥
¥

1.436 acres of spur track easements at 800-23rd Avenue SE, 601-25th Avenue SE
and 510-23rd Avenue SE;
0.855 acre of driveway easements at 800-23rd Avenue SE and 601-25th Avenue
SE; and
8.935 acres of blanket easement at 601-25th Avenue SE, Minneapolis.

The easements to be acquired from the Union Pacific Railroad:
¥
¥

3.

0.189 acre of permanent non-exclusive access easement at 520-25th Avenue SE;
and
0.247 acre of temporary construction easement at 520-25th Avenue SE,
Minneapolis.
Basis for Request

The easements benefiting Union Pacific Railroad to be extinguished are located on the
former Reichhold property acquired by the University in December, 2005, on the former
ConAgra property acquired by the University in May, 2006, and south of the Thompson
Center for Environmental Management. By extinguishing the easements on the former
Reichhold and ConAgra properties, a surface parking lot planned at this location will
include additional parking spaces. By extinguishing the easement south of the Thompson
Center for Environmental Management, another parking lot can be created and the
improvements to 23rd Avenue SE north of University Avenue SE can be completed.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
BOARD OF REGENTS
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July 11, 2007

Agenda Item: Resolution to Conduct an Environmental Review of the Proposed NOvA
Far Detector Laboratory Near Ash River, Minnesota
review

review/action

action

discussion

oversight

strategic positioning

Presenters: Vice President Kathleen O'Brien
General Council Mark Rotenberg
General Council Kenneth Larson

Purpose:
policy

background/context

To provide an overview of the environmental review process for the proposed NOvA
Laboratory Project and review and act on the attached resolution.

Outline of Key Points/Policy Issues:
The University is seeking funding from the United States Department of Energy for the
construction and operation of the NOvA Far Detector Laboratory near the unorganized
settlement of Ash River in St. Louis County, Minnesota.
Minnesota law mandates that Environmental Assessment Worksheets (EAW), and in some
cases Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), be prepared for certain projects, but this
project does not appear to fall within any of the categories for which an EAW or an EIS is
mandatory.
Given the proximity of the proposed project to Voyageurs National Park, the scope and nature
of the excavation and construction that would be undertaken in order to complete the
laboratory, and the significant amount of mineral-oil based liquid scintillator (15,000 tons) to
be used in the detector, the University administration believes that a discretionary EAW is
appropriate.
The Administration has further recommended that the Board of Regents serve as the
Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) in connection with this EAW. This is in significant
part due to the fact that the University has jurisdiction over the construction and operation of
the project if it is built. The Board of Regents has significant recent experience in this regard,
having served as the RGU with respect to the Environmental Impact Statement prepared for
the TCF Bank Stadium project.
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Background Information:
At the June, 2007 meeting the Board of Regents Facility Committee received an information
report introducing the NOvA project. Professor Marvin Marshak, University of Minnesota,
Institute of Technology Department of Physics and principal investigator for the project, was
present and responded to questions regarding the NOvA project.

President's Recommendation for Action:
The President recommends approval of the Resolution to Conduct an Environmental Review of
the proposed NOvA Far Detector Laboratory near Ash River, Minnesota.
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Overview of the NOvA Experiment
NOvA is an experiment designed to achieve better understanding of the fundamental forces or
interactions in the Universe by measuring the coupling between two particular types of neutrinos.
Neutrinos are extremely light, electrically neutral particles that comprise three of the elementary
buildings of matter. NOvA will take advantage of the existing neutrino beam from Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), located about 30 miles west of downtown Chicago.
This beam, the most capable of only three existing neutrino beams in the world, points from
Fermilab to the University of MinnesotaÕs Soudan Underground Laboratory, located in Soudan
Underground Mine State Park, Breitung Township, St. Louis County, Minnesota. Although
pointed at Soudan, the beam continues straight beyond Soudan, eventually leaving the United
States at Rainy Lake. The overall cost of the NOvA Experiment, including neutrino beam
improvements at Fermilab, will be $250-$300 million, mostly from the Office of Science of the
U.S. Department of Energy.
The actual NOvA Far Detector Laboratory will be located about 2 miles SW of the
unincorporated settlement of Ash River. The laboratory will be accessed by a 3.5 mile long road
following an existing logging road right-of-way off the Ash River Trail (St. Louis County 129).
The NOvA Far Detector will consist of about 15,000 tons of mineral-oil based liquid scintillator,
housed in about 3,000 tons of extruded PVC channels. The liquid scintillator is manufactured by
mixing organic compounds known as fluors with the mineral oil base. The fluors emit detectable
light when ionizing particles pass through the scintillator. The scintillator does not contain any
ingredients that are considered toxic by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency. In addition to
the containment of the liquid scintillator provided by the PVC extrusions, the entire detector will
be housed in a sub-surface, concrete-lined secondary containment, sufficiently large to hold the
entire quantity of on-site liquid scintillator.
The NOvA Detector Laboratory will be about 500 feet long, 75 feet wide and 75 feet high with
most of its height sunk into the ground. The majority of the building will house the detector;
some additional space will be used for detector assembly, truck unloading and detector control
facilities. The detector building will be oriented with its long axis pointing towards Chicago.
Construction of the building and the entire detector will take 4 to 5 years and require about 1,500
semi-trailer loads of materials, spaced over the entire time interval. Detector assembly will
require a staff of about 30 people. Detector operation will likely require a staff of about 6-8
people for a period of at least 10 years.
The University expects to operate an outreach and education program at Soudan, similar to the
one that has existed at the Soudan Laboratory for more than 20 years. Because of its location,
NOvA has a special opportunity for cooperative programming with VoyageursÕ National Park.
Additional information about NOvA is available at the website http://www-nova.fnal.gov/
Marvin L. Marshak
612-624-1312
marshak@umn.edu
May 24, 2007
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Kenneth A. Larson, Associate General Counsel Ð June 20, 2007
Role of the Board of Regents in the Environmental Review of the Proposed NOvA
Far Detector Laboratory
The University is seeking funding from the United States Department of Energy for the
construction and operation of the NOvA Far Detector Laboratory near the unorganized
settlement of Ash River in St. Louis County, Minnesota.
Minnesota law mandates that Environmental Assessment Worksheets (EAW), and in
some cases Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), be prepared for certain projects, but
this project does not appear to fall within any of the categories for which an EAW or an
EIS is mandatory.
The rules do provide, however, that where the proposer of a project Òwishes to initiate
environmental review to determine if a project has potential for significant environmental
harmÓ it may prepare a Òdiscretionary EAW.Ó The Minnesota Environmental Quality
Board states in its Guide to Minnesota Environmental Review Rules that;
A discretionary EAW is particularly appropriate for public projects with some
possibility of significant adverse environmental impacts or with the perception as
such. By preparing a discretionary EAW, the governmental unit can
systematically identify adverse impacts and their severity, forestalling potential
delays if a petition [filed with the Environmental Quality Board and seeking to
compel Environmental review] is filed.
Given the proximity of the proposed project to Voyageurs National Park, the scope and
nature of the excavation and construction that would be undertaken in order to complete
the laboratory, and the significant amount of mineral-oil based liquid scintillator (15,000
tons) to be used in the detector, the University administration believes that a discretionary
EAW is appropriate.
The Administration has further recommended that the Board of Regents serve as the
Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) in connection with this EAW. This is in
significant part due to the fact that the University has jurisdiction over the construction
and operation of the project if it is built. The Board of Regents has significant recent
experience in this regard, having served as the RGU with respect to the Environmental
Impact Statement prepared for the TCF Bank Stadium project.
In order to complete the EAW the University will retain and oversee the work of
qualified environmental consultants. Applicable state rules require that once the
University determines that the EAW is complete, it is to be provided to the
Environmental Quality Board and made available to the public for review and comment.
Copies of the EAW are also provided to state, federal, regional and local units of
government that have responsibilities in the environmental area and to persons making a
written request. After the 30-day comment period ends, the matter will be brought back
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to the Board of Regents for a decision as to whether and EIS is required based on the
EAW, the comments and comment responses. A record, including findings of fact, will
be created supporting the decision. The decision is to be published. along with
documentation as to how the decision was made. Unless it is challenged, the decision of
the Board of Regents as to the need for an EIS becomes final.
During the environmental review period, which lasts between approximately two and
four months, state law prohibits making final decisions regarding project approval and
initiation of construction. Only after the review is completed may the project actually be
started. As a point of information, the federal government is pursuing its own
environmental review as required by federal law. The University will coordinate its
review with the federal Environmental Assessment so that they can be circulated together
for public comment
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION TO CONDUCT AN ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
OF THE PROPOSED NOvA FAR DETECTOR LABORATORY NEAR
ASH RIVER, MINNESOTA
WHEREAS, the University has proposed and is seeking funding from the
United States Department of Energy for the construction and operation of the NOvA
Far Detector Laboratory near the unincorporated settlement of Ash River, St. Louis
County, Minnesota; and
WHEREAS, because of its nature and location, the proposed project may
have the potential for significant environmental effects; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents desires to assure that significant
environmental effects that could result from the construction and operation of the
laboratory are identified and analyzed prior to the time final decisions with respect
to regarding construction of the proposed laboratory are made by the Board of
Regents; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents has responsibility for approving the
laboratory project if it is undertaken; and
WHEREAS, applicable Minnesota Rules provide that under the
circumstances a discretionary Environmental Assessment Worksheet may be
ordered by the Board of Regents.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that in connection with the
NOvA Far Detector Laboratory project, a discretionary Environmental Assessment
Worksheet shall be prepared and reviewed as described in Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116D and accompanying Minnesota Rules, and that the Board of Regents of
the University of Minnesota shall perform the responsibilities of a Responsible
Governmental Unit as described in said statute and rules with respect to the
proposed project and that the President and his delegates shall take the necessary
steps to complete, distribute and receive comments regarding the Environmental
Assessment Worksheet prior to further action by the Board of Regents.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
BOARD OF REGENTS
Facilities Committee

July 11, 2007

Agenda Item: Real Estate Transactions
review

review/action

action

discussion

Presenters: Vice President Kathleen OÕBrien
Susan Carlson Weinberg, Director of Real Estate

Purpose:
policy

background/context

oversight

strategic positioning

In accordance with Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, review
the following real estate transaction:
A.

Purchase of 22.68 Acres from the State of Minnesota, Department of Natural
Resources, Lot 2, Sec. 18, Township 68 N, Range 19 West, St. Louis County.

B.

Purchase of 23.22 Acres from LaMinora Properties, Inc., Lot 3, Sec. 18,
Township 68 N, Range 19 West, St. Louis County

Outline of Key Points/Policy Issues:
The details of these transactions and their financial impact are described in the transaction
information pages immediately following this page.

Background Information:
Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority states that ÒThe Board of
Regents reserves to itself authority to approve the purchase or sale of real property having a
value greater than $250,000 or larger than ten (10) acresÓ and all Òleases of real property,
easements and other interests in real property if the initial term amount to be paid by or to
the University exceeds $250,000, consistent with Board policies.Ó

President's Recommendation for Action:
The President recommends approval of the following real estate transactions:
A.

Purchase of 22.68 Acres from the State of Minnesota, Department of Natural
Resources, Lot 2, Sec. 18, Township 68 N, Range 19 West, St. Louis County.

B.

Purchase of 23.22 Acres from LaMinora Properties, Inc., Lot 3, Sec. 18,
Township 68 N, Range 19 West, St. Louis County
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PURCHASE OF 22.68 ACRES,
LOT 2, SEC. 18, TOWNSHIP 68 N., RANGE 19 W., ST. LOUIS COUNTY
FROM STATE OF MINNESOTA, DNR,
FOR IT-PHYSICS/NOvA EXPERIMENT
1.

Recommended Action

The President recommends that the appropriate administrative officers receive
authorization to execute the appropriate documents providing for the
purchase of 22.68 acres, described as Lot 2, Sec. 18, Township 68 N, Range 19
West, St. Louis, County, from the State of Minnesota, Department of Natural
Resources.
2.

Location and Description of the Property

The subject property is described as Lot 2, Sec. 18, Township 68 N, Range 19
West. St. Louis County, consisting of 22.68 acres.
The property is located approximately 2 miles southwest of the unincorporated
settlement of Ash River and near Orr, Minnesota.
3.

Basis for the Request

The subject property is required for construction of the NOvA Far Detector
Laboratory.
4.

Details of the Transaction

The University will pay the State of Minnesota $24,000 in cash at closing for
fee simple title to property. Closing will occur at the conclusion of the
environmental review process for the NOvA Experiment.
5. Use of the Property
The subject property will be used for the construction of the NOvA Far
Detector Laboratory.
6. Environmental Condition
An environmental review process will be completed for the NOvA Experiment.
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PURCHASE OF 23.22 ACRES,
LOT 3, SEC. 18, TOWNSHIP 68 N., RANGE 19 W., ST. LOUIS COUNTY
FROM LAMINORA PROPERTIES, INC.
FOR IT-PHYSICS/NOvA EXPERIMENT
1.

Recommended Action

The President recommends that the appropriate administrative officers receive
authorization to execute the appropriate documents providing for the
purchase of 23.22 acres, described as Lot 3, Sec. 18, Township 68 N, Range 19
West, St. Louis, County, from LaMinora Properties, Inc.
2.

Location and Description of the Property

The subject property is described as Lot 3, Sec. 18, Township 68 N, Range 19
West. St. Louis County, consisting of 23.22 acres.
The property is located approximately 2 miles southwest of the unincorporated
settlement of Ash River and near Orr, Minnesota.
3.

Basis for the Request

The subject property is required for construction of the NOvA Far Detector
Laboratory.
4.

Details of the Transaction

The University will pay LaMinora Properties, Inc. $36,855 in cash at closing
for fee simple title to property. Closing will occur at the conclusion of the
environmental review process for the NOvA Experiment.
5. Use of the Property
The subject property will be used for the construction of the NOvA Far
Detector Laboratory.
6. Environmental Condition
An environmental review process will be completed for the NOvA Experiment.
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This map is intended to be used for planning
purposes only and should not be relied upon
where a survey is required.
Source: Real Estate Office,
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
BOARD OF REGENTS
Facilities Committee

July 11, 2007

Agenda Item: Consent Report
review

review/action

action

discussion

oversight

strategic positioning

Presenters: Vice President Kathleen O'Brien

Purpose:
policy

background/context

Outline of Key Points/Policy Issues:
There are no consent items this month.

Background Information:
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
BOARD OF REGENTS
Facilities Committee

July 11, 2007

Agenda Item: Information Items
review

review/action

action

discussion

oversight

strategic positioning

Presenters: Vice President Kathleen O'Brien
Purpose:
policy

background/context

To update the Board of Regents on the following items:
1. Final project review for TCF Bank Stadium. (Final review via letter prior to the July
11, 2007 meeting).
2. Final project review for the Morris Biomass Heating Plant Addition (Final review via
letter prior to the July 11, 2007 meeting).

Outline of Key Points/Policy Issues:
Final Project Review Ð TCF Bank Stadium & Morris Heating Plant Addition
According to Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I,
Section VIII, Subdivision 9, ÒThe Board reserves to itself the authority for a subsequent review
of approved capital budget projects with a value greater than $5,000,000 prior to the award of
construction contracts.Ó
In order to maintain the project scope, schedule, and budget for both the the TCF Bank
Stadium project and the Morris Biomass Heating Plant Addition project, the attached project
information sheets were reviewed by the Board of Regents Chair and Vice Chair and the
Facilities Committee Chair prior to the July 11, 2007 Facilities Committee Meeting so that the
construction contracts could be awarded.

Background Information:
Information items are intended to provide the Board of Regents with information needed for
them to perform their oversight responsibilities.
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University of Minnesota
Final Review of Capital Projects over $5 Million
Morris Biomass Heating Plant Addition, Project Number 754-03-1654

Policy Summary:
According to Board of Regents Policy Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I,
Section VIII, Subdivision 9, ÒThe Board reserves to itself the authority for a subsequent
review of approved capital budget projects with a value greater than $5,000,000 prior to the
award of construction contracts.Ó
Project Summary:
The Biomass Heating Plant Addition is connected to the south side of the existing heating
plant. The facility is planned to produce 15,000 lbs of steam per hour with a biomass
gasification unit, new heat recovery boiler, biomass handling equipment, and appropriate
emissions control equipment. The campus has technology that will provide renewable
energy for up to 80% of the campus heating needs using local agricultural crops and plant
materials that are grown in the region. This includes wood waste, corn stover, distillers
grains, wheat straw, and native grasses. These fuel stocks are all carbon neutral. It is
estimated that the operation of the biomass plant will redirect up to $500,000 annually into
the local economy that would have been used for fossil fuel purchases in the past
The new facility will be a steel framed building using a combination of wood, metal screen,
and metal panels to house the equipment. The existing building consists of 13,275 gross
square feet and the plans call for a 7,000 gross square foot two story addition.
The facility is planned to allow expansion to add one additional gasification unit and to add
an absorption chiller to accommodate the campus future chilled water needs.
Morris, nationally recognized as one of the best public liberal arts colleges, is building on the
strong community and regional relationships and the significance of the robust renewable
resources located in western Minnesota.
The campus has 1,750 fulltime students and one million square feet of buildings. It spends
annually over $600,000 on electricity and $700,000 on natural gas. In 2005 in partnership
with the West Central Research and Outreach Center (WCROC) and the Initiative for
Renewable Energy and Environment (IREE) Morris became the first campus in the state to
use electricity from a wind turbine to power over 50% of the campus buildings. The campus
has been nationally recognized by the EPA as a green power leader.
In 2006 WCROC and UMM applied for and received one of twelve national USDA/DOE
biomass demonstration grants for $1,890,000 to conduct research in biomass collection of
fuel stocks, economic impact and sustainable agricultural practices associated with the
gasification of plant materials. Included in this grant is $631,000 for the purchase of biomass
plant equipment. This grant pairs UMM, WCROC, the Federal Soils Lab and private
industry to determine best practices for biomass energy production.
The plant when operating will:
¥ Provide 80% of the heating needs of the campus
¥ Use approx 9,000 tons annually of biomass
¥ Offset over 8,000 tons of CO2 annually
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Provide research and instructional platforms for undergraduate and graduate
students and faculty
Provide case studies for UMM academic disciplines
Provide data for rural economic development
Provide research and outreach activities for WCROC
Provide alternatives to volatile fossil fuel markets.
Support research activities of IREE
Demonstrate cleaner emissions than fossil fuels.
Provide data for establishing policies on sustainable agriculture.
Advance the goals of sustainability in the Morris campus Strategic Plan.

Board of Regents Approval Summary:
Six-Year Plan:
December 2004
Capital Budget:
June 2005 as a part of the Fiscal Year 2006 Capital Budget
Capital Budget Amendment: June 2007
Schematic Plans:
March 2007
Project Team:
Architect/Engineer Team:
Construction Manager:

Hammel Green and Abrahamson & Associates, Minneapolis
Knutson Construction Services, Minneapolis

Project Budget:
Funding Identification
2005 Legislative Appropriation
Initiative for Renewable Energy & the Environment Grant
University Debt
Morris Campus
Corn Growers Association
Agricultural Utilization Research Institute Grant
USDA / DOE Grant (Equipment)
Institutional Resources
Total
Project Schedule:
Begin Construction:
Substantial Completion:

Total
$ 4,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
600,000
20,000
5,000
631,000
1,700,000
$ 8,956,000

Summer 2007
Summer 2008

Consistency of project with approved scope, schedule and budget:
X Yes

No
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